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	NAME: Vudar
	DESCRIPTION: The Vudar are a race that is rarely encountered by the Federation, living on the far side of the Klingon Empire against the Galactic Barrier. Their home system is close to a weakness in the Galactic Barrier, through which floods dangerous ionizing radiation. Space travel for the Vudar proved difficult because of the radiation, but they developed technologies to solve these problems. It was this mastery that enabled the Vudar to successfully rebel & drive out the Klingon Empire between 2241 & 2249. The Vudar Enclave was formed in 2249. Though not expansionist, the Vudar do work hard to protect their own space. Though the high ion output of their starships make them easy to detect, they are actually difficult to scan & this was a key factor in the rebellion. Engineering teams set up a permanent Ion generator if a world is to be colonized or held. In combat, the Vudar carry the deadly Ion Rifle which fires ion particles at a target.
	ERA:  TOS era and beyond
	Text Field 13: We have known war & we have known peace. We prefer peace. 
	Text Field 7: Fitness +1, Presence +1, Reason +1. 
	Text Field 8: Tall, thin lizard-like humanoids descended from gecko-like reptiles, they are excellent swimmers & have a reputation for being peaceful, as well as for their academic & scientific achievements. Where they have to operate in areas unaffected by ionizing radiation, they carry a portable 'Ion Storm Generator', which creates the ionizing radiation they require to survive. Ion Rifle: [Ranged, 2H, Charge, 4CD, Piercing 2, Intense]
	TALENTS: Vudar, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Excellent Swimmer [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: You are an excellent swimmer & can, equally, move rapidly & dexterously on land. Maneuvering & climbing in cramped spaces & tubes is easy for you. When you attempt a Fitness test to maneuver through water, within a tight space, or when climbing, you gain an additional 1d20.
	TALENT NAME 2: Engineering/Science Mastery
	TALENT TEXT 2: When using the Engineering or Science Discipline, you gain 1d20 for your rolls. When dealing, specifically, with Ion technologies or Impulse Engines, you lower the Difficulty by 3, minimum of 1. 
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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